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Alexandrina Victoria von Wettin, née Hanover, died on the 22nd of January, 1901. She was 
better known during her life as Princess Victoria of Kent and later as Victoria Queen of Great 
Britain and Ireland and Empress of India. For the next hundred years she became the insti-
tutional icon of individual personal restraint and repression in a period in British history that 
was characterised by scientific, technological, political and economic change on a scale that is 
difficult to comprehend today. In the past few decades, Victoria’s iconic significance has been 
revisited in the light of a contemporary interest in - even obsession with - private eroticism as 
an adjunct to celebrity status. An obsession exemplified by the coverage of Diana Princess of 
Wales. [1] Victoria, the grieving widow of some forty years, now appears to have led a full and 
colourful romantic life before during and after her beloved Albert’s brief entry into her nar-
rative. This particular historical revision tells us nothing more or less than that all history is a 
provisional account of arbitrary events told from the vantage of the present. As such history, as 
a publishing and scholarly practice, can be understood as an always mobile and ever changing 
textual analysis of non-textual material: a momentary coalition of the present and the past in 
a material form: The past becomes history only if it is materialised in utterances or texts. The 
material necessity of its outcome privileges intellectual investment in artefacts and objects in 
particular since they promise some stability in the enterprise and, not surprisingly, material evi-
dence features powerfully in most agreed histories. Consequently in the voyeuristic revisionist 
histories of Alexandrina Victoria, much play has been made of her funereal arrangements, since 
aside from her death providing a convenient end to a long story, she left very detailed instruc-
tions of how she was to be laid out and buried. As far as we can tell these were complied with. 
For example her body was lifted by her sons, the wearing of black was proscribed in favour of 
purple, and various objects (some of which caused embarrassment to the family) were included 
with her in the coffin.

She was interred alongside her husband on 4th February 1901 after lying in state for two days 
and, according to a recent television docudrama by writer director Rob Coldstream, broadcast 
by Channel 4 in the UK, she was lain to rest in her wedding dress and veil with Prince Albert’s 
dressing gown beside her and a cast of his hand tucked in the casket. [2] She asked that on her 
left should be a photograph of John Brown, a game keeper with whom she had a long and close 
association, together with a lock of his hair. When Brown died she was unable to walk for a year 
and subsequently only with a cane. She wore his mother’s wedding ring for the rest of her life 
following his death and at her instruction was buried wearing it. There was also a suggestion 
that some material object belonging to her later companion, Abdul Karim, who among other 
things taught her Hindustani, also accompanied her in her coffin. Unlike previous monarchs she 
was not buried by torchlight since she insisted that her funereal arrangements followed, as far 
as possible, those of her husband, Albert. Such a symmetrical exit repeated their entrance into 
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the material world: they were born in the same year both delivered by the same midwife/doctor, 
Frau Charlotte Heindenrich von Siebold. Whatever the current textual readings of the funereal 
objects (passed through the filter of current mores), it is clear that there is evidential support 
for the claim that objects associated with Albert and others with whom she had some affective 
relationship were, at her request, buried with her. As such, at their most reduced, these objects 
suggest a continuity of a particular quality that she thought that she recognised in herself in 
relation to some other people. The extent of that continuity is the site of the most open debate; 
it can be seen as either a continuous flow of the same ‘love idea’ through several people, or a 
sequential narrative of reincarnations of the same or similar idea in discrete individuals. But it 
seems clear that in her affections she understood a continuation - a baton race of sorts - which 
left a trace of material objects in which there was a natural, if weak, link between the signifier 
and the signified. These ‘signs’ included clothing, body hair, a life cast and, perhaps the most 
difficult for us to understand at this distance, a photograph of Brown.

The reason we might have difficulty is that we no longer see photographic images as non-
indexical (despite digital technologies it seems). Brown’s place in Victoria’s life was explained 
in Coldstream’s docudrama by an incident in 1872 detailed in the voice-over accompanied by 
film footage of Victoria in an open carriage. Apparently in 1872 Brown had saved her life by 
wrestling to the ground an assassin who leapt into her carriage. [3] The film of course was made 
after 1872 and was possibly footage from her Diamond Jubilee procession on 22 June 1897 made 
by R. W. Paul who had three cameras covering the procession and fragments of his 480 foot 
film still exist, but his was one of 20 film companies, which had up to 40 cameramen filming 
the event. [4] They covered every aspect of the circular procession that led from Buckingham 
palace to St. Paul’s Cathedral and back. For some purist film historians it is always unnerving 
to see films of events that took place before the Lumière brothers (or Louis Le Prince or the 
Skladanowsky brothers) rolled out their machines. Such anachronisms as using film footage of 
events that took place before the invention of the cinema is an affront to material history. More 
especially when it is used in an apparently serious attempt to write history it is easily criticised. 
Others may be a little more sanguine especially as in the context of broadcast television there 
may be some mitigation. Television is a live medium, even if, as we all know, the majority of the 
content is recorded. The audience and the broadcasters conspire in elaborate sleights of hand 
to maintain the illusion of simultaneity by the blurring of such genres as soap operas, game 
shows and reality tv, with rolling news and live sports coverages. These anachronisms invari-
ably comprise materials with a degraded quality so that the image signals the provisionality of 
the available history, and in its disregard of the material indexicality of the photographic image 
(moving or still) it recaptures the legacy of television as a time machine and teleportation medium 
that the early cinema briefly aspired to. [6]

From the outset the cinema, as a public entertainment comprised complex relationships between 
the audiences and what was staged before the camera. From the very first actualities, phantom 
rides, and fantastic voyages, the inter-penetration of different dimensions was naturalised in the 
special circumstances of the mise-en-scene of technological display. Whereas in life, examples 
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of telepathy and other associated acts of extraordinary connection were (and still are) treated 
with profound suspicion, in a technological mediation they became socially naturalised plausible 
events, which were viewed as both special and commonplace at the same time. If anything can 
be said to unite the photograph, moving film, television, and network communications it will 
be found in the philosophical discussion of the comfortable coexistence of counter-intuitive 
and contradictory conditions rather than histories or theories of media.

Frank Borzage’s film Seventh Heaven, cited in the abstract for this paper, provides one, of a myriad 
of examples, from every continent, of the use of cinema as a socially sanctioned arena for the 
exposition of spiritist themes which would not be countenanced in contexts that valorised realism. 
This alone should alert us to the challenge to the assumed indexical virtue of the photographic 
image, particularly those produced using analogue (optical/chemical) technologies. Not withstand-
ing the issues of ideology and representation, which have been so assiduously worked through 
by theorists in the last half century, the causality of the photographic process and the causality 
of the world join in the cinematic image in a continuous economy of a materialist perception. 
But as the practice of history has taught us – largely thanks to anthropology - all perception is 
culturally and subjectively mediated. And while it is vigorously argued that perception is trans-
formed by technology, until recently there has not been quite the same attention to the impact 
of-perception on technology. [7] Constructivist approaches have pointed to the discrepancies 
of interpretation that takes place between the invention of a technology and its innovation.

Moving image technology at the close of the nineteenth century was regarded in a variety of 
ways as being both in and of the present and in and of the past. It is well recorded that tech-
nologies such as the cinematographe, the phonograph and the photograph afforded, among 
other things, travel into the past, and the crossing of materialist barriers to other dimensions 
of existence. The relationship between cinema and late nineteenth century spiritist appetites as 
a determinant force among many of the participants and stakeholders is compelling. [8] I have 
made the case for this in relation to the emergence of cinema elsewhere as I have also made it 
for the emergence of television in relation to the imperatives of inventors and the interpretative 
function of innovators and audiences particularly in relation to death. [9] It is in this context 
that Brown’s photograph gathers its possible meaning as an extension of a ‘love idea’ rather 
than a memento of a person.

The various items that Alexandrina Victoria insisted were with her and the very precise ar-
rangements that she made for her funeral were consistent with widely held attitudes to death 
and burial in 19th century British society as an extension of life. The funeral was seen as a 
magnificent journey and in response to the massive growth in the population of London and 
the demand for elaborate burial, many of the new graveyards that were built were necessarily 
located outside the city were connected by railway. In 1852 the London Necropolis and National 
Mausoleum Railway Company was formed. With its own terminus in London (next to Waterloo) 
the train took the cortege into the Brookwood Cemetery some 25 miles to the south where there 
were separate facilities for Anglicans and non-conformists and bars for recreation. Despite the 
vogue for black clothing, many scholars have been at pains to point out that, for Victorians, 
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the funeral was a joyful journey - often to a better place, and the losses were believed to be far 
greater for the bereaved, who could not benefit from the company of the deceased. The London 
Necropolis and its special connection to the rail network was a triumphalist solution to a rapidly 
rising population and used a technology that Wolfgang Schivelbusch has argued gave the general 
public their first experience of disembodied movement. Not only did the carriage flow evenly 
across a variety of ground conditions, the scenery passed by the rectangular window frame in a 
seamlessly moving panorama later imitated by the cinema in its phantom rides. Queen Victoria 
endorsed these sentiments in her instructions and her body too was transported by train to 
London and then later to Windsor.

Technology, like history, is not autonomous but contingent on a network of determinants many 
of which remain invisible to us. There is no prescribed Lamarckian trajectory, as was imagined 
by euphoric nineteenth century Modernists, although, by and large, the principles of an imag-
ined incremental progress have laid down the pattern for further developments for the last one 
hundred and fifty years. The most cited determinants of change - epistemophilia and economics 
(science and exploitation) - are often assumed to have shaped its future trajectory. More often than 
not, on closer examination however, the quest for knowledge (formalized in scientific method) 
has followed technologies in a strategic (scientific) codification of practice, as for example in 
the understanding of electricity, or visual perception. Economic exploitation of technologies 
in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries has also lagged behind invention in an extended 
interpretative process, as we saw with domestic computing, mobile telephony or Internet com-
munications and data storage or even genetic engineering. Elsewhere I have argued that one 
recurrent feature of this post hoc commercial exploitation is that the spiritist or immaterial aspect 
of the first innovation was repressed in this second phase, since without an exchangeable object 
there were little opportunities for financial exploitation. Those technologies that did not produce 
objects, such as the international cable networks and the telegraph companies, yielded profits 
through the advantages that could be gained in a commodities futures market: speculating on 
a world futures market with goods that were yet to be owned – sometimes yet to be produced.

The acceleration of this market in the twentieth century has familiarised the relationship between 
certain sorts of technologies and the immaterial, as has the naturalisation of photographic and 
cinematic images, but the legacy remains and the ease with which contemporary docudramas 
can take liberties with chronology in order to consolidate an idea is just part of the evidence 
of the endurance of the immaterial. In the light of this it would be a dangerous assumption to 
accept that the photograph of Brown can be taken at face value as a souvenir of an individual 
with whom Victoria shared a particular relationship. There is an almost immaterial tendency 
to see discrete meanings attached to the various objects that Victoria the Queen asked to be 
interred with her, as she became, once again, Alexandrina Victoria. It is easy to see them each as 
a discrete memento rather than as a collective mnemonic - even a Mnemosyne - of the ‘love idea’ 
that she harboured throughout her adult life and attached to various individuals from time to 
time. It may not be very flattering to the (dead) male egos, but perhaps instead of a catalogue of 
relatively trivial love affairs, the burial objects may be regarded as an associative collage which, 
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viewed as a fragmented whole, yields the full dimension of the concept of love - at least as she 
experienced it. In this - yet another provisional account - we have at least avoided a textual 
analysis to account for the meaning of the collection. In its place is proposed a class of objects 
that are necessary materialisations of an affective state, which, if it remains internalised, remains 
unrecognised. The virtue of this provisional account is that in the case of the cast hand, the 
woven gown (embroidered by their daughter Princess Alice) the ring and the photograph, the 
technological mediation can be traced back to an impulse to interpret technologies through their 
uses as gateways to the immaterial dimensions so beloved of spiritists and romanticists. The fact 
that technologies rapidly become associated with a class of objects that are fundamentally material 
should not deflect our attention from the semi-material: another class of objects that emanate 
in our fullest relationship with the world as necessary mnemonics to our affective dimension.
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